Encampment and Expedition Conditions

1. Expedition: Hiking in Great Falls, VA in spring
   Temperature: H 80° / L 53°
   Humidity: 17%
   UV Index: 7/10
   Chance of precipitation: 0%

2. Encampment: Camping in Boulder, CO in spring
   Temperature: H 61° / L 43°
   Humidity: 50%
   UV Index: 7/10
   Chance of precipitation: 40%

3. Encampment: Hiking in Tunica, LA in summer
   Temperature: H 89° / L 75°
   Humidity: 80%
   UV Index: 9/10
   Chance of precipitation: 60%

4. Encampment: Camping outside of Austin, TX in fall
   Temperature: H 86° / L 66°
   Humidity: 45%
   UV Index: 8/10
   Chance of precipitation: 25%